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LEARNING OUTCOMES
After studying this learning unit, you should be able to:

● list the criteria for a neat hem
● differentiate between the three types of hems specified in this section
● identify when and where each of the three types of hems are used
● describe how each of these hems is made

This learning unit refers to the following chapters in your textbook:

SHAEFFER, C. (2014). Sewing for the apparel industry. 2nd ed. Pearson Education
Limited: Chapter 26. Also consult chapter 8 in the recommended book (Readers
Digest).

INTRODUCTION
A hem is any kind of finish at the edge of a garment. The hem is often the last part of the
garment to be sewn. A hem that is too thick or too wide, or that puckers because the
hemming stitch was pulled too tight, is an indication of poor sewing skills. Some hems,
especially a narrow hem on a full skirt, may be machine stitched. In this learning unit you
will learn more about different types of hems and the criteria for creating a neat hem.

8.1 TYPES OF HEMS
Read pp448– 453 in the prescribed textbook. For the purpose of this module, we will
concentrate on three different types of hems: the plain hem (EFc), the single hem (EFa),
and the narrow machine-stitched hem (EFb). Refer to chapter 8 of the recommended
textbook for more applications of hems.

Although sections 8.1.1–8.1.3 below are not in the prescribed textbook, you also need to
be able describe the application of these types of hems.
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8.1.1 Plain hem
The plain hem is used on light to medium-weight fabrics such as cottons or polycottons. It
has two folds: The raw edge is folded under and stitched close to the edge (a turned-and-
stitched finish.) Then the hem is folded again and sewn down with a blind hemming stitch
(by machine, stitch 503) or a slip-hemming stitch (by hand).

8.1.2 Single hem
As the name indicates, a single hem has only one fold. This type of hem is used on thicker
fabrics such as wool or acrylic, but it is also suitable for medium and lightweight fabrics
that do not fray too much. The raw edge is finished with an overlocker (or other machine
stitch such as zigzag). The hem is sewn down with a blind-hemming stitch (by hand). On
knit fabrics the single hem is sewn with a coverstitch, stitch classification: 406, seam:
classification.

8.1.3 Narrow machine-stitched hem
The narrow machine-stitched hem is frequently used on blouses or full skirts made of soft
fabrics. It is sewn with a lockstitch, stitch class 301 (straight stitch).

8.2 CRITERIA FOR A NEAT HEM
The width of the hem should be appropriate for the fabric type and the style of garment.

Straight skirts made of heavy fabric may have a wider hem than circular skirts made of thin
fabric.

The hem width should be even all round.

The garment should hang evenly.

Unless it is intended to be decorative, the hem should be inconspicuous when viewed
from the right side. Hemming stitches should not show through and the hem should not
pucker or be pressed through.

ACTIVITY 8.1
8.1.1 Distinguish between the three hem types.
8.1.2 Select any garment from your cupboard and use the criteria for a neat hem to evalu-

ate the hems in the garment.
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